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Establishing the duty to consult

 
• There is no general duty to consult
 
• A duty to consult can arise from:
 

• (1) An express statutory duty
• (2) An expectation of consultation
• (3) Natural Justice

 
 



Statutory Duty

• Manner and timing of consultation may be
specific (e.g. Section 105/106A Housing Act
1985)

• Duty to consult and involve may be general (e.g.
Section 3(2) of the Local Government Act )

• Duty to consider consultation may be mandatory
(e.g. Public Services (Social Value) Act 2012

• Overlap with other legislation (e.g. Equality Act
2010)



An expectation of consultation

• Procedural Legitimate Expectation (paradigm
case):  Express or implied representation that
the authority will consult.

• Secondary Procedural Legitimate Expectation:
 Impact of past conduct must be “pressing and
focussed” – creates a group who have
substantial grounds to expect a policy will
continue, with a cushion against change.

 



Natural Justice

• The circumstances in which this duty will arise
will be very rare

• Where not consulting would lead to conspicuous
unfairness

• Where not consulting would be so unfair as to
amount to an abuse of power (e.g. R (Luton &
Ors) v Secretary of State for Education)

 



Principles of lawful consultation

• The Gunning principles:
• Consultation must be undertaken at a

formative stage
• The manner in which consultation is carried

out must enable an intelligent response
• The product of consultation must be

conscientiously taken into account



The basis on which the Court will
grant relief
• Judicial review is not available to challenge the

underlying merits of a decision
• Substantive grounds of challenge present a high

hurdle
• Procedural grounds of challenge succeed even

in macro-political context
• Many types of procedural challenge (e.g.

fettering discretion/breach of PSED) have their
roots in inadequate consultation



R (Luton & Ors) v Secretary of State for
Education [2011] EWHC 217 (Admin)
• First legal challenge to coalition government’s

spending cuts
• £7.5bn funding cut affecting 735 schools
• Substantive legitimate expectation  - rejected
• Irrationality - rejected
• Procedural Legitimate Expectation - upheld
• Fettering Discretion - upheld
• (Pre-Equality Act 2010)  - upheld



Why Bevan Brittan?

We are the largest specialist provider of commercial legal
services to the Public Sector in the UK. Our clients include
a third of all NHS Bodies and all Local Authorities in
England, 30 Housing Associations, and over 100 private
sector firms who serve these sectors, covering areas such
as social infrastructure and waste.



Our promises

• To understand you
• To provide solutions that contribute to your

success
• To give you fair pricing and clarity on costs
• To give you the right team
• To communicate clearly
• To care about our relationship with you
 



Thank you!
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 Judicial Review – The Solar Story

Content

● Background: UK Government renewable energy plan

● Financial Mechanisms to encourage renewable electricity

● Levy Control Framework

● Secretary of State for Energy and Climate Change v Friends of the Earth and
Others (the “FIT” Challenge)

● Solar Century and others v Secretary of State for Energy and Climate
Change (the “RO” Challenge)

● Solar Century and others V Secretary of State for Energy and Climate
Change (the damages claim)

● Lessons to be learnt
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Background

● 80% reduction in greenhouse gas emissions by 2050
● Legally binding EU target of 15% energy demand met by

renewables by 2020
● 30% of electricity from renewables by 2020
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Financial mechanisms to encourage  renewable electricity

● Renewables Obligation
 

• RO commenced in 2002

• Guaranteed payments to large-scale
renewable electricity generation (> 5 MW)
for 20 years

• Electricity suppliers pay electricity
generators for ROCs

• Suppliers submit a specified amount of
ROCs to Ofgem or face a penalty

• RO to close to new generators in 2017

● Feed-in Tariffs
 

• FITs commenced in 1 April 2010

• Guaranteed payments to small-scale
generators (< 5 MW) for a fixed period
of 20 years

• As two types of tariffs: a generation
tariff and an export tariff

• Targeted at households, communities
and small businesses
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WHAT IS THE CFD?
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Levy Control Framework

● RO and FITs are subsidised by electricity consumers via energy bills

● HM Treasury sets annual limits on cost of levy funded policies
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Solar Photovoltaics
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The timeline
Date Event

February 2011 DECC announce review of large scale PV and FITs

18 March 2011-6 May 2011 Consultation: Fast-track review of FITs

April 2011 JR issued (but withdrawn in July 2011)

1 August 2011 Changes introduced through secondary legislation (SI 2011/1655)

31 October 2011-23 December 2011 Consultation: Comprehensive Review Phase 1 – tariffs for solar PV

21 December 2011 1st instance decision on FIT challenge (Mitting J)

25 January 2012 Court of Appeal decision on FIT challenge

23 March 2012 Supreme Court refuse permission to appeal FIT challenge

January 2013 High Court claim for damages arising from FIT challenge (the Human Rights claim)

9 July 2014 1st instance decision in the Human Rights claim (Coulson J)

13 May 2014 Consultation on changes to financial support for solar PV

August 2014 RO challenge issued

7 November 2014 1st instance decision on RO challenge (Green J)

28 April 2015 Court of Appeal decision on the Human Rights claim
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The “FIT” Challenge

 

● In the first 18 months of the FIT Scheme solar PV
take-up was almost double that which had been
anticipated for the first 2 years.

● 31 October 2011 DECC consults on tariff cuts for
small scale PV

● Tariff cuts from c. 43.3p/kWh to 21p/kWh

● Applicable from 1 April 2012 to new generation
eligible from 12 December 2011

● Consultation close date: 23 December 2011
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Decision

● Administrative court: modifications to FITs must encourage renewables

 

● Court of Appeal unanimously rejected the Government’s appeal:
“The effect of the warning in the proposals, on which the Secretary of State relies, cannot, in my
view, alter the nature of the powers conferred by s.41 . Either s.41 confers a power retrospectively
to alter fixed rates of return or it does not. The warning cannot enlarge the power conferred by s.41
. The Secretary of State cannot arrogate to himself the power to introduce delegated legislation with
retrospective effect merely by announcing an intention to introduce such legislation. Either there is
statutory authority or there is not. The warning makes no difference.”

 

● Government permission to appeal refused  by Supreme Court
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The RO Challenge

● DECC target for large scale solar PV c. 900 MW by 2017

● By 2014 projected 6.6 to 10 GW solar PV by 2016/17

- LCF cap exceeded by £40m.

● 13 May 2014, DECC consults on proposals to close the RO solar PV on 31
March 2015 – a year early.

● August 2014, solar power companies launch judicial review challenge
against DECC proposal

● October 2014: DECC confirms decision
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Decision

● High Court refused solar application for judicial review:
 

• “no undertaking investing in projects… had a legitimate expectation that the
RO scheme would inevitably last until 2017 irrespective of the broader
financial implications for Departmental spending…

 

• “I do not accept that the transitional “grace”  arrangements put in place to
take into account the interest of pipeline investors were unfair, albeit… the
way in which the line is to be drawn will exclude some persons who have
incurred expenditure which now risks being wasted.”

Mr. Justice Green
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A human rights challenge: repercussion of FITs JR

● Breyer Group plc and others v Department of Energy and
Climate Change

• 17 solar PV companies claim £140 million of losses resulting from DECC's consultation:

• Breach of Article 1 of First Protocol (A1P1) to the European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR)
deprivation of  peaceful enjoyment of possessions; and

• frustration of legitimate expectation

• Court rejected DECC’s appeal and upheld High Court:

• DECC had unlawfully interfered with the claimants' possessions in breach of A1P1.

• The claimants were entitled to damages arising from concluded contracts

• A claim based on legitimate expectations did not add to the contractual losses protected under A1P1.
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Lessons to be learnt

● Retrospective legislation is permissible to a degree - the legal
framework is key

● It is not unlawful to consult on an unlawful proposal but an
unlawful scheme cannot be justified for the purpose of ECHR

● There can be winners and losers in transitional arrangements
but these need to be fair on a macroeconomic level

● Mistakes can be costly!



 Judicial Review – The Solar StoryThis presentation gives general information only and is not intended to be an exhaustive statement of the law.  Although we have taken care over the
information, you should not rely on it as legal advice.  We do not accept any liability to anyone who does rely on its content.
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• Statutory consultation on council tax reduction scheme to
replace council tax benefit

• Each local authority had to decide on its own scheme and
whether it would maintain support at the same level

• Statutory duty to consult on draft scheme
• Central challenge brought on basis that consultation had

proceeded on ‘misleading’ basis as proposal presented as
inevitable consequence of funding cuts and that there were no
possible alternatives – so consultees were not provided with
sufficient information to give an intelligent response

• High court and Court of Appeal rejected arguments
 
 
 
 

R. (Moseley) v LB Haringey [2014] UKSC 56
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Lord Wilson (endorse by Lord Kerr) held:
 

1. The purpose of a public consultation is threefold: (i) to make
better decisions, (ii) to avoid “the sense of injustice which the
person who is the subject of the decision will otherwise feel” and
(iii) to enhance the “democratic principle” which is “at the heart of
our society”.

 
2. The “Sedley criteria” correctly state the law on public

consultations.
 

3. The degree of specificity with which, in fairness, the public
authority should conduct its consultation exercise may be
influenced by the identity of those whom it is consulting.  

 
4. “Sometimes” fairness will require interested persons to be

consulted on arguable but discarded alternative options.
 

Supreme court’s judgment
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Lord Reed
• focused on statutory context and purpose of consultation “to

ensure public participation in the local authority’s decision-
making process”

• duty to consult does not invariably require information about
rejected options

• question is generally whether in particular context such
information necessary for consultees to express meaningful
views on proposal –
– here, not possible unless public had an idea of how lost income might

otherwise be replaced /absorbed
– does not require detailed discussion of alternatives or reasons for

rejection – must say enough to enable intelligent response
– Documents misleadingly implied no possible alternatives

R. (Moseley) v LB Haringey [2014] UKSC 56
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• Baroness Hale and Lord Clarke –
– agreed with both
– There is ‘nothing in Lord Reed’s judgment which contradicts or

undermines Lord Wilson’s analysis of the common law’.
 

• So what does ‘sometimes’ mean?
• What class of persons or cases will information on alternatives

be necessary to allow an intelligent response?
 
 
 

R. (Moseley) v LB Haringey [2014] UKSC 56
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• no common law duty to consult on options it had discarded - a
consultation process would be unfair for failing to set out
alternative options only in exceptional cases.

• intervene only if clear reason on facts to find unfair – fairness
very case-sensitive

• wide discretion for decision-maker to select options on which
to consult – authorities indicate no general obligation to
consult on discarded options

• Supreme Court refused permission to appeal: no arguable
point of law

• exceptional cases approach – superseded by Moseley?
 

R (Rusal) v London Metal Exchange [2014] EWCA Civ 1271
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• Challenge to decision reduce nursery education from full-time
to part-time to make savings as a result of budget cuts

• Post Moseley consultation revised to refer to alternative
proposals for nursery education, including status quo but no
proposals to make up shortfall in budget deficit

• High court held that Moseley did not create a duty that
consideration of alternatives is a necessary part of every
consultation.

• common law duty of procedural fairness could, in some
circumstances, require information as to consideration of
alternatives and, in any event, only realistic ones

R. (Morris and Thomas) v Rhondda Cynon Taf County Borough Council
[2015] EWHC 1403 (Admin)
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• Closure of transport service unit for day centres
• Consultation “as a whole” not unfair - in order to determine

whether consultees were misled or not consulted about actual
proposal, necessary to have regard to wider picture

• Distinguished from Moseley:
– No substantial evidence that consultees were misled –

now a central consideration?
– in Moseley it was wrong to place reliance on consultees’

assumed knowledge of other options for the same reason -
open to the judge to make the finding he did about what
any sensible reader would have understood

• But is Robson really an “alternative options” case?

R. (Robson) v Salford City Council [2015] EWCA Civ 6
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• Consultation on proposals to implement cuts to social
care budget for disabled children

• Number of grounds of challenging including that
consultees presented with proposals as being ‘essential’
and no alternatives provided

• Mostyn J distinguished Moseley as a case about
statutory consultation and that in common law cases,
unfair only if “something has gone clearly and radically
wrong”

• What about Lord Wilson?
• Permission decision only

R (L) v Warwickshire CC [2015] EWHC 203 (Admin)
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• Cuts to adult social care budget
• Challenge on basis there was lack of adequate information

about alternative options
• Detailed analysis of Moseley by Stewart J
• Wilson approach has majority support
• Confirmed that consultation on discarded options “sometimes”

necessary and that this is consistent with Rusal
• Does not draw rigid statutory/common law distinction
• Contrasts decision in Moseley on factual basis
• Found that even if information on alternatives provided would

have made little difference
• Subject to appeal…

R. (T) v Trafford MBC [2015] EWHC 369 (Admin)
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• Class of cases identified by Lord Wilson in Moseley –
narrowly construed and fact dependent?

• Information as to alternative options is a relevant factor in
deciding whether sufficient information to make informed
responses has been given to consultees.

• Need to take particular care to avoid misleading
consultees when presenting a proposal as the only
option.

• Good decision-making should include consideration of
alternatives before proceeding with consultation on a
particular proposal – given purpose of consultation – why
not include?

Where does this leave us?


